RESEARCH ASSOCIATESHIP IN A DBT-SPONSORED PROGRAMME

Applications are invited from candidates having Ph D in Biological or Chemical or Physical Sciences or M D, for the award of temporary Research Associateship (maximum duration, two years) to carry out research in frontier areas of Biology in the Division of Biological Sciences. Candidates who have submitted their theses are also eligible to apply, but they may be appointed as Project Assistants till they obtain the degree. Minimum consolidated emoluments: Research Associates, Rs 3300 p.m. and Project Assistants, Rs 3200 p.m.

Candidates should apply on plain paper giving: (1) biodata; (2) summary of Ph D work including list of publications (reprints if any); (3) two reference letters, from supervisor and persons familiar with their scientific work; and (4) an undertaking that they will continue with the training programme for its duration.

After initial screening, candidates will be called for an interview at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore in the middle of March 1995. The PDF programme will start from 1 April 1995. Send applications to Prof. K. P. Gopinathan, Chairman, Department of Microbiology and Cell Biology, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560 012 to reach him before 1 March 1995.
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